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H I G H L I G H T S

• A novel phosphorus and oxygen co-
doped g-C3N4 (POCN) photocatalyst
was prepared.

• The POCN showed excellent photo-
catalytic activity.

• The mechanism of the POCN photo-
catalyst was deduced.

• O2
%− was the main reactive oxidative

specie in the photocatalytic degrada-
tion.
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A B S T R A C T

Non-metal doping has been frequently used in g-C3N4 (CN) as a feasible and economical technique for main-
taining its metal-free properties, while improving its photocatalytic performance. In this study, a novel phos-
phorus and oxygen co-doped graphitic carbon nitride (POCN) was successfully synthesized through a one-step
thermal polymerization method and exhibited remarkable photocatalytic activity for the photocatalytic de-
gradation of fluoroquinolones (FQs). The degradation rate of enrofloxacin (ENFX) was 6.2 times higher than that
of CN. Based on the results of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and nuclear magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy (NMR), P atoms replaced the corner and bay carbon sites, whereas O atoms replaced the nitrogen sites
in the g-C3N4 framework. The improvement of the photocatalytic effect of POCN0.01 was attributed to its
narrow bandgap, effective charge separation and enhanced specific surface area. This is the first report to de-
scribe the use of phosphorus doping to promote the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). ROS scavenging
tests revealed that O2

%− was the primary active species during the degradation of ENFX. Furthermore, pathways
for the degradation of ENFX were proposed via the detection of intermediate products via HRAM LC–MS/MS and
the prediction of active sites using the Fukui function.
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1. Introduction

Fluoroquinolone antibiotics (FQs) are extensively employed for the
treatment of bacterial infections in humans and animals on a global
scale [1,2]. However, due to their stable chemical structures and re-
calcitrance to biological degradation, most of FQs cannot be effectively
removed by conventional sewage treatment processes [3]. They have
frequently been detected in wastewater and drinking water, which
leads to the generation of drug-resistant bacteria and poses hazards to
human health [4,5]. Conventional biotechnology and chemical oxida-
tion strategies are time consuming, have low efficiency, and can easily
produce secondary pollution. Therefore, effective strategies for the
degradation of FQs have garnered strong interest.

In recent years, photocatalytic oxidation [6] has been regarded as
an effective technique for the degradation of FQs. Many traditional
photocatalysts (TiO2) have shown excellent degradation capacities for
the removal of FQs under UV light exposure [7]. However, TiO2 absorbs
UV light only, which limits its applications. As a non-metal polymeric
photocatalyst, g-C3N4 (CN) has a narrow band gap of 2.7 eV [8,9]. Thus,
it may serve as a visible light-driven photocatalyst for the degradation
of environmental contaminants. Furthermore, the low toxicity, cost
effectiveness and chemical stability of g-C3N4 makes it an interesting
photocatalytic material [10]. However, the high recombination rate of
photogenerated carriers, inefficient utilization of visible-light and small
specific surface area of CN significantly limit its photocatalytic perfor-
mance [8,11,12]. Therefore, many approaches have been explored to
enhance the photocatalytic activity of CN, such as the design of unique
morphologies [13,14], combination with other semiconductors (het-
erostructured photocatalysts) [15–17] and metal doping (Au [18], Fe
[19], Ag [20], K [21]). Further, non-metal doping (B [22], F [23], C
[24,25], P [26–28], S [29] and O [30,31]) is an economical and feasible
method to maintain the metal-free properties of CN, while improving its
photocatalytic performance. Due to the high ionization energies and
high electronegativities of non-metals, they can form covalent bonds
with electrons when they are used to dope CN. P-doped g-C3N4 (PCN)
was successfully synthesized using a one-step thermal copolymerization
method by Zhou et al. [32]. This research revealed that phosphorus
atoms preferentially replaced the corner and bay carbon sites of CN,
which caused a favorable electronic structure and suppressed the re-
combination rate of photogenerated electron-hole pairs. Although few
insightful mechanisms were identified in the case of PCN. It was dis-
covered that for other semiconductors modified with P, the promotion
of O2 adsorption occurred on TiO2, Fe2O3, and BiOBr surfaces. and
facilitated the formation of ROS. Li et al. initially synthesized O-doped
CN using a facile H2O2 hydrothermal technique [33]. Up to now, many
materials have been applied for the synthesis of O-doped CN (OCN)
through thermal polycondensation, such as semicarbazide hydro-
chloride [13] and melamine with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) [34].
These results revealed that oxygen atoms preferentially replaced the
edge nitrogen atoms of CN. Further, OCN modulated the band structure,
improved the specific surface area, visible light response and enhanced
the separation efficiency of photogenerated electron-hole pairs.

However, co-doping enabled the combination of the merits of single
doping agents. Recently, the co-doping of CN has garnered attention
due to its positive structural and photometric influences. Hu et al.
prepared phosphorus and sulfur co-doped g-C3N4 (PSCN) via in situ
thermal condensation through the use of melamine, hexachlorotripho-
sphazene and sulfur. Phosphorus atoms were found to replace carbon
atoms, whereas S atoms took the place of N atoms in the CN framework.
The PSCN significantly enhanced the photocatalytic performance due to
the N-S-N-C-N-P pathway, which accelerated charge transfer [35]. To
the best of our knowledge, few studies have been conducted on the non-
metal co-doped g-C3N4 polymeric materials for the degradation of FQs.
Further, the degradation mechanism also lacks elucidation.

Herein, a visible light-driven photocatalyst (POCN) was synthesized
via a one-step thermal condensation method, which demonstrated

excellent photocatalytic activity. Furthermore, the P and O occupied
sites in the g-C3N4 were proposed. Enrofloxacin, ciprofloxacin, lome-
floxacin and ofloxacin were tested to evaluate the photocatalytic per-
formance of the photocatalysts. Additionally, enrofloxacin was selected
to investigate the degradation kinetics involved. NMR, XPS and fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analyses were employed to
study the POCN structure. The primary active species during the de-
gradation of ENFX were presented based on the results of electron spin
resonance (ESR) and reactive species trapping experiments. The de-
gradation pathways of ENFX were deduced via the detection of inter-
mediate products using HRAM LC–MS/MS and the prediction of re-
active sites was proceeded using the Fukui function. Based on the above
results, a mechanism to explain the excellent visible light-driven char-
acteristics of the POCN was also proposed. This study served to de-
monstrate the enormous potential of non-metal co-doped g-C3N4 and
promoted the further study of g-C3N4-based photocatalysts.

2. Methods

2.1. Materials

Ciprofloxacin hydrochloride (CIP, 98%), lomefloxacin hydro-
chloride (NOR, 98%), enrofloxacin (ENFX, 98%), ofloxacin (OFL, 98%),
guanidinium hydrochloride (GndCl, 98%), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)
and hexachlorotriphosphazene (HCCP, 98%) were purchased from
Aladdin (America). HPLC-grade methanol was obtained from CNW
Technologies GmbH (Germany).

2.2. Synthesis of photocatalysts

P-O co-doped g-C3N4 (POCN) was synthesized via a one-step
thermal condensation technique, where 0.1 g PVP was dissolved in
100mL water. Further, 5.0 g GndCl powder, 0.5mL (0.01 wt%) PVP
and 0.75 g HCCP were added to an alumina crucible, which contained
30mL of deionized water. Subsequently, the mixture was evaporated at
75 °C under magnetic stirring to evaporate the deionized water and was
dried in a convection oven at 75 °C for 12 h. Next, the dry powder was
heated to 550 °C for 4 h at a ramp rate of 2 °Cmin−1 in a muffle furnace
under ambient atmosphere. Once the photocatalysts were cooled to
room temperature, they were ground into powder and then rinsed
several times with distilled water for further use. The CN was synthe-
sized with the addition of GndCl via the same method. The PCN and
OCN were prepared by the identical method without the addition of
HCCP and PVP, respectively. The photocatalysts and their raw mate-
rials are presented in Table S4 (Supporting information).

2.3. Characterization of photocatalysts

The structures of the samples were tested using X-ray diffraction
(XRD, BRUKER D8 ADEVANCE), XPS (Thermo Fisher Scientific
ESCALAB 250Xi), FTIR spectra (Thermofisher Nicolet 6700 spectro-
photometer) and NMR (600M, JNM-ECZ600R, Japan). UV–vis diffuse
reflectance spectra were investigated using a UV-3600Plus UV–VIS-NIR
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu). The morphologies of the products were
investigated through scanning electron microscopy (SEM, SU8010),
which was equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The
photoluminescence (PL) spectra and fluorescence lifetime were ob-
tained via a transient steady-state fluorescence spectrometer, with an
excitation of 350 nm (FS5, Edinburgh). The specific surface area and
pore size distribution were quantified using a TriStar II 3flex
(Micromeritics, USA). ESR spectroscopy of the solid samples were col-
lected using a JES FA200 electron paramagnetic resonance spectro-
meter. The transient photocurrent responses and electrochemical im-
pedance spectra (EIS) were measured using an electrochemical
workstation (Multi Autolab/204, Metrohm) with a three-electrode
quartz cell, in a 0.1M Na2SO4 electrolyte solution (0.1 M).
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2.4. Photocatalytic activity

Photocatalytic performance experiments for the CN, PCN, OCN and
POCN were conducted through the degradation of ENFX under visible
light. These tests were carried out in a rotary photochemical reactor
(XPA-7, Nanjing Xujiang Machine-Electronic Plant). A 350W xenon
lamp with a 420 nm cut-off filter was employed as the visible light ir-
radiation source. For each experiment, a 10mg/L ENFX water solution
(50mL) containing 1.0 g/L catalysts was introduced into a 50mL silica
tube. Prior to light exposure, the reaction solution was magnetically
stirred for 30min to obtain the ENFX adsorption equilibrium. During
the photocatalytic process, 1.0 mL samples were extracted every 20min
and filtered through 0.22 μm syringe filters to remove the photo-
catalyst. The filtrates were then examined via high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC, Waters, Alliance e2695-2998PDA). The de-
gradation products of ENFX were detected by HRAM LC–MS/MS
(Thermo Scientific™ Q Exactive™).

2.5. Determination of ROS during photocatalytic degradation

The primary ROS of the POCN detected during radical scavenging
experiments were investigated through the addition of specific ROS
scavengers prior to the photocatalytic process. The scavengers included
4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy (TMPLO) for the super-
oxide iron radical (O2

%−), isopropanol (IPA, 10mM) for the hydroxyl
radical (%OH), sodium azide (NaN3) for singlet oxygens, (1O2 and %OH)
and Na2C2O4 for photogenerated holes (h+), respectively. The ROS
intensity was detected via ESR spectra (Bruker JES FA200).

2.6. Theoretical calculation

The structural geometries of ENFX were optimized by a M06-2X
hybrid meta-GGA functional with a double split valence basis set
6–31+G(d) through the Gaussian 09 program [36]. The solvent effects
were considered by employing the integral equation formalism polar-
izable continuum model (IEFPCM). Fukui indices for nucleophilic or
electrophilic attack were calculated based on Milliken and Hirshfeld
algorithms, defined as the following formulas [37]:

= −
+

+
f r ρ r ρ r( ) ( ) ( )N N1

= −
−

−
f r ρ r ρ r( ) ( ) ( )N N 1

= −
+ −
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0
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The corresponding (N− 1)-, N-, and (N+1)-electron systems with
the same molecular geometries were employed for independent calcu-
lations in the N electron system. Higher +f r( ), −f r( ), and f r( )0 values
translated to easier nucleophilic, electrophilic and radical attack in the
functions, respectively.

3. Result and discussion

3.1. Characterization

The XRD patterns of the CN, PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01 are
presented in Fig. 1a. The diffractograms revealed that all of the samples
exhibited two typical diffraction peaks at 27.42° and 12.93°, which
were attributed to the (0 0 2) and (1 0 0) crystal planes of CN [38]. The
(0 0 2) crystal face was associated with the interlayer distance and the
(1 0 0) crystal face was associated with an in-plane structural motif of
the g-C3N4 [39]. For the PCN samples, the 002 of the PCN was barely
changes with doping, indicating that the interplanar distance was not
affected by the presence of P. However, the shift of the (0 0 2) peak was
found for the OCN samples (27.42°–27.77°), which indicated structural
compression following O doping. This implied that the interactions
between the graphitic carbon nitride sheets were enhanced due to the O

atoms possessing stronger electronegativity than N atoms [34]. The
(1 0 0) did not reveal any peak shifting, which meant that the PCN,
OCN, and POCN retained their tri-s-triazine units.

FTIR spectra was used to detect the bonding characteristics of CN,
PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01 (Fig. 1b) [40]. The peak at 810 cm−1

was attributed to the breathing mode of a heptazine unit, whereas
1200–1700 cm−1 corresponded to the CeN heterocycle system [41].
The peaks at 1240, 1318 and 1573 cm−1 represented the CeNHeC,
CeN and C]N bonding in melam, respectively [42]. The peaks in the
range of from 3000 to 3500 cm−1 corresponded to CeOH and NeH
(adsorbed H2O molecules and uncondensed amine groups) [43]. These
results indicated that the synthesized CN, PCN15, OCN0.01 and
POCN0.01 samples were comprised of a 3-s-triazine ring structure,
which was the same as the XRD results. However, no other peaks were
detected following P and O doping due to the low doping content.

Furthermore, the chemical binding and oxidation states of the
POCN0.01, PCN15, OCN0.01 and CN samples were examined by XPS.
Fig. S1a shows the survey spectra of C 1s, N 1s, P 2p and O 1s of the CN,
PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01 samples. High-resolution C 1s, O 1s, N
1s and P 2p spectra are shown in Fig. 2a–d. Three peaks at 284.4, 287.5
and 285.6 eV were observed in all of the samples (C 1s), which could be
assigned to C]C, CeN]C [44] and CeO [45], respectively (Fig. 2b).
The N 1s XPS spectra of CN, located at 397.7, 399.0 and 400.4 eV were
attributable to CeN]C, Ne(C)3 and NeH, respectively [46] (Fig. 2c).
These C 1s and N 1s XPS spectra results further confirmed the triazine
heterocyclic ring structure of the CN, PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01.
The peak at 134.10 eV was found in the XPS spectra of P 2p, which was
attributed to the PeN (Fig. 2a) [47,48]. Phosphorus atoms substituted
carbon atoms to form covalent bonds with adjacent nitrogen atoms in
the heptazine units of PCN15. The O 1s XPS spectra of the CN exhibited
two peak at 531.9 and 533.2 eV, which could be attributed to OeH
(molecular water) and C]O [49,50]. However, a new peak at 532.8 eV
was observed in the OCN and POCN materials, which was assigned to
the CeOeC species [51,52] (Fig. 2d). It was suggested that oxygen
atoms replaced nitrogen atoms and bonded with adjacent nitrogen
atoms in the OCN0.01 and POCN0.01. The binding energy in the C1s,
N1s, O1s and P 2p region shifted in PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01,
which indicated that P and O doping altered the chemical environment
of the C, N, O and P atoms. As shown in Fig. S1d, the O 1s XPS spectra of
the PCN15 exhibited a strong peak at 531.5 eV, which was ascribed to
molecular water.

Solid-state 13C and 31P magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR were
tested to verify the internal g-C3N4 structures. As can be seen in Fig. 3b,
the 31P NMR analysis of the PCN15 sample revealed three well-resolved
peaks between +10 ppm and −20 ppm (asterisks in figure). The peaks
at −9.1 and −11.0 ppm were assigned to the corner and bay phos-
phorus sites in the heptazine units of g-C3N4 [4]. Further, the peak
at+ 1.5 ppm was attributed to the formation of P]O at the edge of g-
C3N4 [32]. Similar peaks were also found in the POCN0.01, where the
weak signal and peak shifts were influenced by O doping. As seen in
Fig. 3a, the 13C NMR spectra of the CN, PCN15 and POCN0.01 exhibited
two similar signals (157.3 (1) ppm and 165.3 (2) ppm), which were
assigned to the CN3 (1) and CN2NH2 (2) groups [53–55], respectively.
The additional signals at ∼156.1 (5) ppm appeared in the CN sample,
which were attributed to the formation of C]O at the terminal edge
locations. Compared with CN, a small split was found in the signals for
158.0 (3) and 165.7 (4) ppm of the OCN0.01 and POCN0.01, due to the
formation of CeOeC at this position [13]. Based on the above results, P
atoms replaced the corner and bay carbon sites, whereas O atoms re-
placed the nitrogen sites in the g-C3N4 framework.

SEM mages (Fig. 4a–d) of the CN, PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01
samples, respectively, elucidated their surface morphologies and mi-
crostructures. As can be seen in the SEM images, the CN sample ex-
hibited a typical blocky stacked structure (Fig. 4a). Moreover, with P
and O doping, the PCN, OCN and POCN materials became fragmented
and rough due to the increase in gas produced during the reaction of
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Fig. 1. (a) XRD patterns, (b) FTIR spectra, (c) The UV–vis diffuse reflectance absorbance spectra and (d) band gap of CN, PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01.

Fig. 2. XPS analysis of CN and POCN0.01: (a) P 2p spectra, (b) C 1s spectra, (c) N 1s spectra, (d) O 1s spectra.
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guanidinium hydrochloride with PVP and by-products during the re-
action of GndCl and HCCP (Fig. 4b–d). The N2 adsorption-desorption
isotherms for the CN and POCN0.01 samples were shown in Fig. S6. It
presented a type II isotherm with narrow hysteresis loops, which is the
character in mesoporous materials [56]. The BET specific surface area
of POCN0.01 was 50.71m2/g, which was ∼1.4 times higher than the
CN. The increased specific surface area of POCN sample was due to the
gas produced during the reaction of guanidinium hydrochloride with
PVP, which promoted the formation of the porous structure. Further-
more, the average pore size of the POCN0.01 was 22.70 nm, which was
smaller than the CN (∼27.20 nm). In addition, the pore volume of the
POCN0.01 attained 0.253 cm3/g and the CN sample was 0.215 cm3/g.
All findings indicated that the POCN0.01 had a larger specific surface
area, which was beneficial for mass transfer, photocatalytic adsorption
and ROS attack. To determine the chemical composition of the
POCN0.01 sample, elemental analyses were tested by EDS which was a
component of the SEM. It was obvious that both P and O were evenly
dispersed on the POCN0.01 nanoparticles. The results of elemental
analysis (EA) revealed the C/N ratios for CN, PCN15, OCN0.01 and
POCN0.01, which are displayed in Table 1. The CN, PCN15, OCN0.01
and POCN0.01 had C/N ratios of 0.663, 0.669, 0.666 and 0.677, re-
spectively. These results deviated from the ideal 0.75 (C3N4) due to the
amino groups originated from the incomplete condensation, which was
in agreement with the FTIR and XPS results [57,58]. However, the
PCN15 sample exhibited increased C:N ratios following P doping, which
suggested that P doping could inhibit the formation of the amino
groups. Further, the C/N ratios were increased following O doping,
which implied that O replaced N in g-C3N4 [34]. Furthermore, the C/N
ratios of POCN increased subsequent to P-O doping, which further
confirmed the above inference, in contrast to PCN15 and OCN0.01.

The light absorption capacity and band gap energy of the CN,
PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN 0.01 were observed using UV–vis diffuse

reflectance spectra. As shown in Fig. 1c, the CN sample exhibited an
absorption edge at∼460 nm. In addition, an absorption edge extending
to 470 nm was detected in the POCN0.01 sample. The optical band gaps
of CN, PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01 were calculated according to
Eq. (1):

= −α hv Ehv A( g)n/2 (1)

where α, h, ν, A and Eg corresponded to the absorption coefficient,
Planck’s constant, light frequency, a constant and band gap energy
[59,60], respectively. The indirect gap energies of the CN, PCN15,
OCN0.01 and POCN0.01 samples are revealed in the illustration of
Fig. 1c. The indirect band gap energies of CN, PCN15, OCN0.01 and
POCN0.01 were estimated to be 2.52, 2.30, 2.35 and 2.30 eV, respec-
tively. As anticipated, the band gap energies were observed to decrease
subsequent to P and O doping. The bandgap narrowing of the PCN and
POCN samples were due to the valence electrons at the P 2p level.
Moreover, P doping in the electronic band created several occupied
impurity bands in the g-C3N4 [35]. Furthermore, the narrowing band
gap of OCN0.01 could be ascribed the positive-shift of the conduction
band following O doping. The valence band (VB) of CN, PCN15, OCN
and POCN were determined using valence band X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (VB-XPS). As shown in Fig. S2, the valence band (VB)
position of CN, PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01 were estimated to be
1.69, 1.60, 1.65 and 1.50 eV via the VB-XPS spectrum. Moreover, the
CB positions of the CN, PCN, OCN and POCN samples were determined
to be −0.83, −0.70, −0.73 and −0.80 eV according to the empirical
formula: EVB=ECB+Eg. The energy band structures of these materials
are shown in Fig. 1d. The VB of POCN0.01 was negative-shifted fol-
lowing to P and O co-doping.

Steady-state photoluminescence (PL) spectra were employed to
uncover the recombination rate of photogenerated electron-hole pairs
[61]. As can be seen in Fig. 5c, the emission intensity of PCN15,

Fig. 3. (a) 13C MAS NMR spectra of CN, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01, (b) 31P solid-state MAS NMR spectra of PCN15 and POCN0.01, (c) and (d) structures of PCN15 and
OCN0.01.
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OCN0.01 and POCN0.01 exhibited an obvious decrease in contrast to
CN. To quantify the lifetimes of the charge carriers, time-resolved PL
tests were conducted. The emission peaks were at 445 nm (CN), 473 nm
(PCN15), 465 nm (OCN0.01) and 466 nm (POCN0.01), respectively.
The average lifetimes of CN, PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01 samples
were 4.950, 4.588, 4.511 and 4.429 ns as shown in Fig. 5d and Table
S2, respectively. The decreased average lifetime indicated that once
oxygen atoms replaced nitrogen atoms (phosphorus replaced the carbon
atoms), the recombination of electron–hole pairs were effectively sup-
pressed in the PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01 [16,34]. When the P
atoms replaced C atoms, the lone electron pairs from the P atoms de-
localized to the P doped triazine ring. The intrinsic PeN bond polar-
ization and lone electron delocalization resulted in the generation of P
+ center (Lewis acid sites), which promoted the separation of photo-
generated electron–hole pairs [43,62]. When O atoms replaced N
atoms, the lone electron pairs of O atoms were delocalized to the
oxygen-doped aromatic system, which increased the charge density and

mobility [63]. Besides, the lattice strain from changes in the CeN bond
lengths and electronic polarization effects facilitated the formation of
an internal electric field, which favored electron-hole separation [30].

Furthermore, a doubling of the photocurrent was recorded by
transient photocurrent responses and the low electrochemical im-
pedance of POCN0.01 confirmed that the charge transport was im-
proved following co-doping. These two properties were also enhanced
in the PCN15 and OCN0.01 (Fig. 5a and b).

3.2. Photocatalytic performance

The photocatalytic activities of the designed photocatalyst were
tested via the degradation of FQs under simulated visible light irra-
diation, enrofloxacin (ENFX), ciprofloxacin, lomefloxacin and oflox-
acin. As presented in Fig. 6a, the ENFX solution containing the photo-
catalysts was magnetically stirred in the dark for 30min until the
adsorption equilibrium was attained. As can be seen in Fig. 6a, an ex-
cess of P and O in the composites would inhibit the photocatalytic
properties. The photocatalytic performance of the material to achieve
the best when the addition amount of the phosphorus source and a
source of oxygen 15% and 0.01%. As shown in Fig. 6b, the degradation
rate constants of CN reached 0.0038min−1. Moreover, once the CN
sample was doped with P or O, the degradation rates of the PCN15 and
OCN0.01 were 0.0042 and 0.076min−1, which was appreciably en-
hanced in contrast to CN. Moreover, the POCN0.01 demonstrated the
best degradation effect, and the photocatalytic activity of the POCN0.01

Fig. 4. SEM images of CN (a), PCN15 (b), OCN0.01 (c) and POCN0.01 (d); EDS mapping images of POCN0.01.

Table 1
The results of EA.

Samples N (wt%) C (wt%) H (wt%) C/N

CN 53.083 30.159 1.680 0.662839
PCN15 58.418 33.472 1.866 0.66847
OCN0.01 59.928 34.197 1.850 0.665741
POCN0.01 59.449 34.480 1.933 0.676658
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Fig. 5. (a) Photocurrent responses, (b) electrochemical impedance spectra, (c) Photoluminescence spectra of CN, PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01, (d) fluorescence
decay of CN and POCN0.01.

Fig. 6. (a) Photocatalytic degradation of ENFX with different photocatalysts under visible light irradiation; (b) Kinetic rate constant of ENFX degradation over
different photocatalysts; (c) Photocatalytic degradation of FQs under visible light irradiation. (d) Photocatalytic degradation activity after three cycles of POCN0.01
photocatalyst under visible light irradiation.
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(0.0236min−1) was 6.2 times higher than that of CN. The same phe-
nomenon is depicted in Fig. 6c, where the degradation rates of cipro-
floxacin, lomefloxacin and ofloxacin with these photocatalysts were in
the order of POCN0.01 > OCN0.01 > PCN15 > CN. This confirmed
that P and O co-doping is a viable method for enhancing the photo-
catalytic degradation of FQs.

3.3. Photocatalytic mechanism

To identify the primary reactive species involved in the photo-
catalytic degradation of ENFX, scavenger tests were conducted by in-
troducing different scavenger species into the photocatalytic reactions.
Holes (h+), hydroxyl radicals (%OH) and superoxide radicals (O2

%−)
were quenched by ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA-2Na), iso-
propanol (IPA) and 4-hydroxy-2, 2, 6, 6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy
(TMPOL), respectively. In particular, sodium azide (NaN3) served as a
hydroxyl radical (%OH) and singlet oxygen (1O2) scavenger. As seen in
Fig. 7a, the reaction rate constant of ENFX were decreased following the
addition of TMPOL, IPA, EDTA-2Na and NaN3. The inhibition rates of
O2

%−, %OH and h+ were calculated to be 96.9%, 22.6% and 34.6%,
respectively. As was expected, O2

%− played a decisive role in the
photocatalytic degradation of ENFX under visible light irradiation.

Room-temperature ESR was tested to obtain further evidence re-
lative to the structural alternation due to P and O doping. In Fig. 7, the
single Lorentzian lines are shown in the CN, PCN15, OCN0.01 and
POCN0.01, which ranged from 314.5 to 314.8 mT. The value of g
(1.999) was attributed to the uncoupled electrons in the π-bonded
aromatic rings of g-C3N4 [61,64]. As anticipated, the ESR intensity of
PCN15, OCN0.01 and POCN0.01 were greatly enhanced. Compared
with N atoms, O atoms possessed extra electrons, which were trans-
ported to adjacent C atoms and delocalized among the large π bonds of
the g-C3N4, when O atoms replaced N atoms during the calcination
process [16]. Further, the substituting C atom in the heptazine unit with
a P atom also facilitated the increase of unpaired electrons in the g-
C3N4. Therefore, the unpaired electrons in the POCN0.01 polymer were
notably increased following to P and O doping.

Moreover, the ESR spectra was used with the trapping agents to
determine the quantity of ROS that were present during the

photocatalytic degradation. As shown in Fig. 7c and d, no O2
%− or %OH

radical signals of CN, PCN, OCN and POCN were detected under dark
conditions. However, it was obvious that the apparent signals of DMPO-
O2

%− and DMPO-%OH were detected in CN, PCN15, OCN0.01 and
POCN0.01 under the visible-light irradiation. The signal intensity of
DMPO-O2

%− with POCN, OCN, PCN and CN catalysts were in the order
of POCN0.01 > PCN15 > OCN0.01 > CN. It was intriguing to dis-
cover the same phenomenon in the DMPO-%OH signal. It indicated that
P and O doping benefited the yield of O2

%− and %OH radicals in the
POCN photocatalytic system [65]. However, the photocatalytic activity
of the ENFX degradation by OCN was improved over PCN. This was
likely due to the improved ENFX adsorption performance of the
OCN0.01. Compared with the results of ESR (unpaired electrons), an
interesting phenomenon was found. Although the PCN15 possessed
fewer unpaired electrons than the OCN0.01, it generated additional %
OH and O2

%−. This meant that O2 reacted with unpaired electrons and
generated ROS more easily at the surface of the PCN15. The same
phenomenon was also found in phosphate-modified BiOBr nanoplates.
This photocatalytic material enhanced the adsorption of O2 so as to
promote captured electrons toward the generation of ROS [66].

As is well known, the VB of POCN0.01 (+1.50 eV) was more ne-
gative than the potential of %OH/OH− (+1.99 eV vs. NHE) and %OH/
H2O (+2.27 eV vs. NHE) [67], which indicated that the photo-holes
could not directly oxidize OH−/H2O to the active %OH species [68].
Hence, based on the above results and previous research, the probable
photocatalytic mechanisms of the photodegradation of ENFX were
proposed and are shown in Eqs (2)–(7) [13].

The photogenerated electrons on the CB of POCN0.01 reacted with
oxygen to generate O2

%−, as the CB potential of POCN0.01 was more
negative than the E0 (O2/O2

%−, −0.33 eV) [7]. Subsequently, the
O2

%− reacted with water to form H2O2, and %OH could be generated
through the reaction of photogenerated electrons with H2O2 [14].
Further, 1O2

%− could react with h+ to generate 1O2 [10]. The h+ could
easily attack ENFX molecules and O2

%−, %OH and 1O2 radicals de-
graded intermediate products into CO2 and H2O[65].

+ → +
+ −νPOCN h h e (2)

Fig. 7. (a) Photocatalytic degradation
of ENFX under visible light irradiation
with addition of different scavengers
using POCN0.01 photocatalyst. (b)
Room-temperature ESR spectra of CN,
PCN15, OCN0.01, and POCN0.01
under visible light irradiation. The ESR
spectrum of DMPO/%OH and O2

%− in
the presence of CN, PCN15, OCN0.01,
and POCN0.01.
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Fig. 8. Structural formula of ENFX: (a) optimized structure and atom number, (b)–(d) the atomic coloring schemes of ENFX with different values of f r( )0 , −f r( )
and +f r( ). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Scheme 1. Potential photocatalytic degradation pathways of ENFX in POCN0.01 aqueous solution under visible light irradiation.
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+ →
− −e O O2 2

Â· (3)

+ →
− +O h O2

Â· 1
2 (4)

+ → →
− +O H HO Â· H O2

Â·
2 2 2 (5)

+ → +
− −H O e Â·OH OH2 2 (6)

+ →RSs FQs Products (7)

3.4. Degradation pathway

The intermediate products determined by HRAM LC–MS/MS were
utilized during the photocatalytic degradation of ENFX. Fig. S3 shows
the secondary mass spectrometry of the twelve by-products that were
identified by HRAM LC–MS/MS. Furthermore, Fukui functions were
utilized to predict the active sites for ROS attack [69,70]. The optimized
structure and atomic numbering of enrofloxacin are shown in Fig. 8a.
According to the atomic coloring schemes with different values of

+f r( ), −f r( ) and f r( )0 (Fig. 8b–d), N27 was a suitable site for electro-
philic attack. The C8, C10 and O17 atoms of ENFX exhibited higher

+f r( ) values (Fig. 8d), which indicated that these sites were more easily
to the nucleophilic addition reactions [65]. In addition, C1, C2, C3, C5,
C8, C10, O17 and N27 were easily attacked by radicals due to their
higher f r( )0 values [71,72]. A typical ion spectrum of ENFX (m/
z=360.2) was detected at RT=8.17min. The ion spectra of inter-
mediate products were detected in a positive ion model. Further, the
proposed photocatalytic degradation pathways of ENFX were predicted
in Scheme 1. Three potential primary degradation pathways are shown
as follows: The substitution of a fluorine atom by a hydroxyl group and
the opening of quinolone moieties occurred in Pathway I. Firstly, a
hydroxyl group replaced the fluorine atom in ENFX and formed the
product E1 under the attack of %OH radicals. Subsequently, the qui-
nolone moieties were destroyed by the O2

%−, h+ and t %OH radicals,
which in turn generated the compound E2-E4. A similar pathway was
reported in previous studies [73]. Pathway II included the substitution
of a fluorine atom by a hydroxyl group and the loss of a piperazinyl
group. The fluorine atom was displaced by a hydroxyl group, after
which the piperazine ring was attacked and oxidized to generate the
product E5. Subsequently, the E5 lost the carbonyl group to form E6,
which was further transformed to E7 by losing the –OH and –CH2

group. E7 was further oxidized to generate E8, which lost the carbonyl
group again and changed to E9. Similarly, the decarboxylation process
was also presented in previous reports [74]. E9 was further transformed
EFA 10 through decarboxylation. This pathway was similar to the de-
gradation of ciprofloxacin as described by Jiang et al. [75]. Pathway III
primarily involved decarboxylation and the opening of quinolone
moieties. C13 was attacked by O2

%−, and the decarboxylation occurred
at the quinolone groups of ENFX, as it possessed a partial positive
charge. The product E11 was formed through this pathway (Scheme 2).

4. Conclusion

A non-metal POCN was synthesized through the combination of
hexachlorocyclotriphosphazene (HCCP) and polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP) via a one-step thermal polymerization process. Compared to CN,
this photocatalyst exhibited remarkable performance toward the de-
gradation of fluoroquinolone (FQ) due to a wider light absorption
range, quenched photocarrier recombination and lower electronic re-
sistance. It was observed that O2

%− radicals played significant roles in
the photocatalytic degradation of ENFX under the visible light.
Moreover, phosphorus doping promoted the generation of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) due to its excellent oxygen absorbency. The de-
gradation pathways of ENFX were predicted via the identification of
intermediates using HRAM LC–MS/MS and the prediction of active sites
by the Fukui function. Moreover, this research might expand the ap-
plications of efficacious photocatalysts for sewage treatment and water
purification, while providing a new strategy for the facile and con-
venient synthesis of advanced photocatalysts.
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